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Abstract
This article analyzes the phonetic decoding performance ob-
tained with different choices of linguistic units. The context
is to later use such an approach as a support for helping com-
munication with deaf people, and to run it on an embedded de-
coder on a portable terminal, which introduces constrains on
the model size. As a first step, this paper presents and analy-
ses the performance of various approaches. Two baseline sys-
tems are considered, one relying on a large vocabulary speech
recognizer, and another one relying on a phonetic n-gram lan-
guage model. Then syllable-based lexicons and language mod-
els are investigated. Various lexicon sizes are studied by set-
ting thresholds on their frequency of occurrences in the train-
ing data. Evaluations are conducted on the ESTER and ETAPE
speech corpora. Keeping only the most frequent syllables leads
to a limited-size lexicon and language model, which neverthe-
less provides good phonetic decoding performance. The phone
error rate is only 4% worse (absolute) than the phone error rate
obtained with the large vocabulary recognizer, and much bet-
ter than the phone error rate obtained with the phone n-gram
language model.
Index Terms: phonemes, syllables, deaf, speech recognition,
embedded system.

1. Introduction
Support for deaf people or for people with hearing impairment
is an application area of automatic speech processing technolo-
gies [1]. Their objective is to become a communication aid for
disabled persons, to insure a better comprehension for the user
(by the means of speech recognition) and also a better commu-
nication from the user (by the means of speech synthesis).

Over the past decades, scientists have tried to offer a better
speech understanding, by displaying phonetic features to help
lipreading [2], by displaying signs in sign language through an
avatar [3], and of course by displaying subtitles, generated in
a semi-automatic or fully automatic manner. The ergonomic
aspects and the conditions for using speech recognition to help
deaf people were analyzed in [4].

One of the main drawbacks of speech recognition systems
is their incapacity of recognizing the words that do not belong
to their vocabulary. Given the limited amount of speech training
data, and also the need of a compromise between a reasonable
memory use and a reasonable recognizer’s performance with an
acceptable execution time, it is impossible to conceive a system
that covers all the words, let alone the proper names or abbre-
viations. When a spoken word can not be identified within the
current vocabulary, the recognition system will automatically
recognize it as an other one close to it, or as a series of other
small words acoustically similar to the unknown word. Fur-
thermore, recognition systems are not perfect, it happens quite

frequently that a word is confused with another one which is
pronounced the same (homophone) or almost the same. The
performances are very far from human performance [5] and
even degrade rapidly in the presence of noise. Therefore, in
the context of communication aids for deaf people, displaying
the orthographic form of the recognized words may not be an
ideal solution.

IBM has thus tested subtitling the phonetic speech of a
speaker, with the system called LIPCOM [6]. The recognition
system was mono-speaker, and has been tested in a school for
deaf children. The application was based on a phonetic decod-
ing (with no prior defined vocabulary) and the result was dis-
played as phonemes coded on one or two letters. More recent
studies have measured the contribution of confidence measures
[7] within the use of automatic transcription for deaf people [8].
Subjective tests have shown a preference for displaying the pho-
netic form of the words with a low confidence score.

But the phoneme presents many irregularities in its pho-
netic realizations and a larger recognition unit, like the sylla-
ble, should help capture variations such as those introduced by
coarticulation. The use of syllable-size acoustic units has been
investigated in the past [9, 10, 11], for large vocabulary contin-
uous speech recognition (usually in combination with context
dependent phones) [12, 13] or for phonetic decoding only [14].
In [11], the syllables has been described as an attractive unit
for recognition thanks to its greater stability, natural link be-
tween acoustics and lexical access and its capability of incorpo-
rating prosodic information into recognition. In [14], because
of the structure of the acoustic units, coarticulation was mod-
eled between phonemes inside the syllable unit, but no context-
dependent modeling was taken into account between syllable
units, moreover the language model applied at the syllable level
was a bigram. Besides, to overcome the limited size of any
speech recognizer lexicon, studies have been conducted in ex-
tending the word-based lexicon with fragments, typically se-
quences of phonemes determined in a data driven way; this
extension helps providing better acoustic matches on out-of-
vocabulary portions of the speech signal, which globally leads
to a smaller phonetic error rate [15].

In this paper we shall investigate the use of syllables at the
lexical level. The pronunciation of the syllables are described in
terms of phonemes, which are modeled with context-dependent
3-states HMM. The language model applied on the syllables
is a trigram. We have followed the rules proposed in a recent
study for detecting syllables boundaries within a sequence of
phonemes [16]. These rules are used to derive the syllables from
the phonetic forced-aligned training data, and some criteria are
applied to reduce the list of syllables constituting the lexicon.
Performance is reported in terms of phoneme error rate, and
evaluations are conducted on two large French speech corpus.

The work presented in this paper is part of the RAPSODIE
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Figure 1: Number of syllables with respect to the minimum number of occurrences (left) and maximum number of phonemes per
syllable (right)

project, which aims at studying, deepening and richening the
extraction of relevant speech information, in order to support
communication with deaf or hard of hearing people. Therefore,
the optimal solution should determine the best compromise for
the recognition model and the best way of presenting the rec-
ognized information (words, syllables, phonemes or combina-
tions), within the constraints of limited available resources (the
memory size and computational power of an embedded sys-
tem).

This article thus performs a detailed study and analysis of
the performance of various modules (in particular the choice of
linguistic units and their associated language model) and heuris-
tic decoding to obtain the best compromise between computa-
tional cost and usability results. The first section provides a
description of the various linguistic units used in our analysis.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the description of
experiments and the discussion of results.

2. Choice of linguistic units
This section describes the linguistic units used in our analysis:
the phonemes, as the basic and smallest linguistic unit, the syl-
lables, as the phonological “building blocks” of words, and the
words, as the largest linguistic unit, but at the same time the
smallest linguistic element which caries a real meaning.

Note that the choice of linguistic units impacts on the choice
of the vocabulary and of the language model. In the experiments
reported later, the acoustic unit will always be the phoneme.

The language models used in our analysis are trigram sta-
tistical models, thus for each three lexical unit sequence, the
probability of the last unit depends on the identity of the two
units that precede it.

2.1. Phonemes

Regarding the pronunciation lexicon, the pronunciation of a
phoneme is the phoneme itself.

Using this type of linguistic unit, we minimize the size of
our vocabulary (less than 40 phonemes for the French language)
and therefore the size of our language model. But unfortunately,
with less modeling power usually comes worse performance.

2.2. Words

The words vocabulary contains the mappings from words to
their pronunciations in the given phoneme set. Part of the rea-
son why French pronunciation is so difficult is due to the fact
that French is a non-phonetic language (some letters can be

pronounced in different ways or sometimes not at all) and to
“liaisons”. A liaison is the phenomenon whereby a normally
silent consonant at the end of a word is pronounced at the begin-
ning of the word that follows it. So, in order to make the auto-
matic phonetic transcription as fluid as the real speech (and thus
mimic real pronunciations), scientist usually consider within the
dictionary all possible “liaison” events between words. Like
for example, in the sentence “les oiseaux”, a classical word to
phoneme transcription would give “l eh w a z o”, instead of
returning the real pronunciation “l eh z w a z o”.

Using this type of linguistic unit leads to a large vocabulary
(about 97,000 words in our dictionary) and therefore also to a
large language model. This kind of model usually gives the
best performance, but with the cost of great memory use and
slow computational time (not ideal for embedded systems).

2.3. Syllables

Regarding the vocabulary, the pronunciation of a phonetic syl-
lable is its decomposition into the phonemic components.

In order to account for the “liaison” events, the words will
not be processed individually. The training corpora is entirely
phonetized and the resulting continuous list of phonemes will be
processed by the syllabification tool. The phonetization process
is realized by force-aligning the manual transcriptions; each
word is then replaced with its corresponding pronunciation vari-
ant found in the words vocabulary. Note that the vocabularies
used in speech recognition follow real pronunciations, which
means that a word can have several pronunciation variants, and
that one or more phonemes might be missing in some of them.

Our syllabification tool is based on the rules described in
[16], which follow two main principles: a syllable contains
a single vowel and a pause designates a syllable’s boundary.
Therefore, the syllabification algorithm will give out models
of syllables and pseudo-syllables. The pseudo-syllables are the
units where one vowel is surrounded by a great number of con-
sonants, which normally shouldn’t belong to a single syllable.
Using this kind of models is acceptable in automatic transcrip-
tions , because it is quite frequent that users “skip” phonemes in
their fluid, fast pronunciations ans also that is quite frequent that
recognition systems “skip” too short, non-obvious phonemes.
We have tried to reduce the number of abnormally-long pseudo-
syllables (those that cover more than 2 words) by using as addi-
tional information the boundaries between words, but the results
were not improved.

In order to filter some of the pseudo-syllable models, we
have chosen to create different lists corresponding to two crite-
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Figure 2: Performance analysis on the syllabic n-gram language models, selected according to a minimum number of occurrences (left)
or to a maximum number of phonemes per syllable (right)

ria : a minimum number of occurrences within the training cor-
pora, and a maximum number of phonemes per syllable. Figure
1 presents the number of syllables resulting from the application
of each criterion (the corpora is described in section 3.1).

Using syllables as linguistic units leads to a compromise
between the memory use (up to 16000 syllables within our dic-
tionary) and computational time (ideal for embedded systems).

3. Experiments and results
This section describes the data sets and tools used in our exper-
iments, along with the corresponding results.

3.1. Data

The speech corpora used in our experiments come from the ES-
TER2 [17] and the ETAPE [18] evaluation campaigns, and the
EPAC [19] project. The ESTER2 and EPAC data are French
broadcast news collected from various radio channels, thus they
contain prepared speech, plus interviews. A large part of the
speech data is of studio quality, and some parts are of telephone
quality. On the opposite, the ETAPE data correspond to de-
bates collected from various radio and TV channels. Thus this
is mainly spontaneous speech.

The speech data of the ESTER2 and ETAPE train sets, as
well as the transcribed data from the EPAC corpus, were used
to train the acoustic models. The training data amounts to al-
most 300 hours of signal and almost 4 million running words.
The phoneme-based language model and the syllable-based lan-
guage models were also trained on the ESTER2, ETAPE and
EPAC text corpora, on about 12 million running phonemes and
on about 6 million running syllables.

For the creation of the word-based language model, vari-
ous text corpora were used: more than 500 million words of
newspaper data from 1987 to 2007; several million words from
transcriptions of various radio broadcast shows; more than 800
million words from the French Gigaword corpus [20] from 1994
to 2008; plus 300 million words of web data collected in 2011
from various web sources, and thus mainly covering recent
years.

For the word-based lexicon, the vocabulary of about 97,000
words, was developed for the ETAPE evaluation campaign.
The pronunciation variants were extracted from the BDLEX
lexicon [21] and from in-house pronunciation lexicons, when
available. For the missing words, the pronunciation variants
were automatically obtained using JMM-based and CRF-based
Grapheme-to-Phoneme converters [22].

3.2. Configuration

The SRILM tools [23] were used to create the statistical lan-
guage models. The Sphinx3 tools [24] were used to convert
the SRILM language models into the Sphinx3 format and to de-
code the audio signals. The MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients) acoustic analysis gives 12 MFCC parameters and
a logarithmic energy per frame (window of 32 ms, 10 ms shift).
The acoustic HMM models were modeled with a 64 Gaussian
mixture, and adapted to male and female data.

3.3. Results

The development sets of the ESTER2 (non-African radios,
about 42,000 running words and 142,000 running phonemes)
and ETAPE (entire set, about 82,000 running words and
263,000 running phonemes) data are used in the experiments
reported below.

LM # of n-grams Size
n=1 n=2 n=3 [MB]

phonemes 40 1347 30898 0.21
syl min1occ 15.6 K 0.38 M 1.74 M 10.28
syl min2occ 10.2 K 0.38 M 1.73 M 10.07
syl min3occ 8.3 K 0.38 M 1.73 M 9.97
syl min4occ 7.2 K 0.37 M 1.73 M 9.90
syl min5occ 6.5 K 0.36 M 1.73 M 9.85
syl min10occ 4.8 K 0.35 M 1.71 M 9.65
syl max3ph 5.8 K 0.29 M 1.56 M 8.60
syl max4ph 13.4 K 0.38 M 1.73 M 10.14
syl max5ph 15.4 K 0.38 M 1.74 M 10.27
words 97.3 K 43.35 M 79.30 M 1269.81

Table 1: The description of language models

The COALT (Comparing Automatic Labelling Tools) soft-
ware [25] was used for the analysis of results (phoneme error
rates). The compared files are the hypothesis .ctm file (result-
ing from the decoding process) along with the reference .stm
file. The CTM file consists of a concatenation of time-marked
phonemes. The STM (segment time marked) file describes the
reference transcript and consists of a concatenation of text seg-
ments. We forced-aligned the STM files, in order for them to
contain concatenations of time-marked phonemes as well.

Table 1 describes the language models (LM) used in our ex-
periments. With phoneme-based units, the number of 3-grams
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is around 30,000 which leads to a minimum disk usage. With
different lists of syllables, the number of 3-grams is around
1,700,000 which leads to an average disk usage. Using a large
vocabulary, the number of 3-grams is around 79,000,000 which
leads to the largest disk usages.

Below, the performance is described in terms of phoneme
error rates (PER), along with the 95% confidence interval and
their corresponding percentages of insertions (Ins), deletions
(Del) and substitutions (Sub).

LM PER Ins Del Sub
phonemes 38.22 [±0.19] 2.87 15.41 19.94
syl min1occ 22.26 [±0.16] 3.37 8.64 10.25
syl min2occ 22.19 [±0.16] 3.36 8.63 10.20
syl min3occ 22.18 [±0.16] 3.37 8.62 10.19
syl min4occ 22.16 [±0.16] 3.36 8.62 10.18
syl min5occ 22.14 [±0.16] 3.35 8.60 10.19
syl min10occ 22.24 [±0.16] 3.37 8.63 10.23
syl max3ph 24.06 [±0.16] 3.63 9.34 11.10
syl max4ph 22.26 [±0.16] 3.37 8.65 10.25
syl max5ph 22.28 [±0.16] 3.37 8.64 10.26
words 18.36 [±0.15] 3.14 8.16 7.06

Table 2: Performance analysis on ETAPE corpora [%]

Table 2 presents the results obtained on the ETAPE’s devel-
opment set. As expected, the best results were obtained with the
large vocabulary recognizer. By using only the most frequent
syllables within the language model, we limit the size of the
lexicon ( about 7000 syllables, cf. Figure 1 ) and the size of the
language model (only about 10MB, cf. Table 1), and we achieve
nevertheless good phonetic decoding performances. The phone
error rate is only 4% worse (absolute) than the phone error rate
obtained with the large vocabulary recognizer, and much bet-
ter than the phone error rate obtained with the phone n-gram
language model.

LM PER Ins Del Sub
phonemes 34.24 [±0.25] 3.66 11.62 18.97
syl min1occ 16.38 [±0.19] 4.05 5.05 7.28
syl min2occ 16.36 [±0.19] 4.05 5.05 7.26
syl min3occ 16.33 [±0.19] 4.04 5.06 7.23
syl min4occ 16.45 [±0.19] 4.06 5.05 7.34
syl min5occ 16.47 [±0.19] 4.04 5.06 7.36
syl min10occ 16.42 [±0.19] 4.00 5.10 7.32
syl max3ph 18.15 [±0.20] 4.37 5.67 8.11
syl max4ph 16.37 [±0.19] 4.02 5.07 7.27
syl max5ph 16.36 [±0.19] 4.04 5.04 7.28
words 12.76 [±0.17] 3.52 4.84 4.40

Table 3: Performance analysis on ESTER2 corpora [%]

Table 3 presents the results obtained on ESTER2’s devel-
opment set. We notice the same performance behavior as for
the ETAPE corpora: best results for the large vocabulary rec-
ognizer, slight decrease (4% absolute) for the syllabic n-gram
language models and worst results for the phone n-gram lan-
guage model.

Figure 2 displays the results obtained on different syllabic
n-gram language models, by exploiting the filters resulting from
a minimum number of occurrences or from a maximum number

of phonemes per syllable. The worst performance is obtained
on the list of syllables with maximum 3 phonemes (less than
6000 models of syllables and pseudo-syllables). Besides that,
all the other filters give more or less the same results. Which
means that starting with a minimum number of 7,000 linguistic
units we can achieve similar results as with the total number of
∼16,000 units.
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Figure 3: Summary of the results

Figure 3 displays a summary of the results obtained on both
corpora. Given that ESTER2 contains mainly prepared speech
and that ETAPE contains mainly spontaneous speech, the re-
sults obtained on ESTER2 are, as expected, better than the ones
obtained on ETAPE.

4. Conclusions
This paper presented a detailed study on the phonetic decod-
ing performance of various modules on two French speech cor-
pora (ETAPE and ESTER2). We were interested in finding the
best compromise between computational cost and usability of
results, constrains that must be met in order to be able to create
an embedded speech recognition decoder on a portable termi-
nal. The context is to later use such an approach as a support
for helping communication with deaf people.

Two baseline systems were considered. The first one relies
on a large vocabulary speech recognizer; it gives the best results
(∼18% phoneme error rate (PER) on ETAPE and ∼12% PER
on ESTER2), but it uses a lot of memory and computational
power. The second one relies on a phonetic n-gram language
model; it does not use much memory, nor computational power,
but it does not give good results neither (∼38% PER on ETAPE
and ∼34% PER on ESTER2).

Then syllable-based lexicons and associated 3-gram lan-
guage models were investigated. The lexicons of syllables and
pseudo-syllables were filtered according to the number of oc-
currences in the training data and the number of phonemes.
Keeping only the most frequent syllables leads to a limited-size
lexicon and language model, which nevertheless provides good
phonetic decoding performance. The phone error rate is only
4% worse (absolute) than the phone error rate obtained with the
large vocabulary recognizer, and much better than the phone er-
ror rate obtained with the phone n-gram language model.

Future work will focus on the best, suitable way of present-
ing the recognized information (phonemes, syllables, words or
combinations), based on relevant confidence measures, so that
it maximizes communication efficiency with deaf people.
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